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1 | Introduction
The conversion to be independent of fossil fuels have gave e.g. electric vehicles (EV) and
plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) renewed attention. This focus is not only related
to reduce fossil fuels, since they are considered as an asset in the future that potentially
can provide auxiliary services in the power system. There are various of aspects proposed,
while most of the aspects includes both charging and discharging of EV's, which contributes
to avoid against load peaks in the network. This is also known as the vehicle-to-grid [1].
The number of EV's the past years have been increasing. As an example, the Trans-
mission System Operator in Denmark (Energinet.dk) expects 400.000 electric vehicles in
2035. In 2013 this number was only around 1390 [2]. By this increasing amount of electric
vehicles, the distribution - and low-voltage network will experience a higher loading level,
since the energy consumed by the technologies comes entirely from the network. This may
not be the whole truth in accordance to PHEV's, since other sources can be utilized as
well. However, this report only deals with fully electric vehicles technologies, where all the
energy is consumed from the network.
Assuming the EV's are unmanaged in the network through their charging periods, the
increased amount of energy consumed will questioning the capacity in distribution - and
low voltage networks, since the purpose at the time networks were built was diﬀerent.
Thus, the increasing energy consumed can end up being relatively high, which both leads
to congestion problems, while critical low voltages in the networks might be experienced
as well. This is mainly due to that EV's will react to the whole sale market, meaning that
having low prices will lead to new load peaks by the EV's. These "low-price" periods will
challenge the need of new capacity, since these peaks will consists of uncertainties.
To avoid against overloaded equipments, the most simple solution will be to rebuild the
network with larger cables etc., and thereby increase the capacity. However, this might in
the same time be the most expensive solution. In addition, it may also be the solution
which ends up with the lowest utilization rate, since forecasts of EV's have uncertainties,
as well as the future consumption pattern (including EV's) has. This questioning the fu-
ture need of capacity in the networks, and thereby the future investments from utilities
perspectives.
This report focuses on utilizing the already existing network, and thereby the already
existing assets in operation, where potentially congestion and voltage problems, in refer-
ence to a high penetration of electric vehicles, are avoided. This is performed by directly
controlling the charging of electric vehicles, where interactions between the Distribution
System Operator (DSO) and the EV aggregators are introduced. These interactions are
carried out by a price coordinator. This approach ensures against congestion and voltage
problems to a certain level, and is also known as Network-Constrained Transactive Control.
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2 | Transactive Control
The Transactive Control (TE) approach is also known as a market-based control approach,
where the overall objective is to obtain equilibriums among generation, consumption and
network constraints in the power system. This is done through exchanging of informa-
tions, where economic signalling is utilized to solve complex problems within power sys-
tems. Thus, TE represents a framework where interactions between diﬀerent actors occurs
through an economic signal. These interactions have one common goal: optimize the uti-
lization and allocation of resources. Therefore, TE is a combination of both a control -
and a economic mechanism, which guarantees a balance between demand and supply in
the power system, where value is the important parameter.
Applications of TE in power systems are already in use by the market mechanism in Nord
Pool spot (wholesale market), which deals with a trading - and clearing mechanism that
ensures balance between demand and supply [3]. Several studies of TE as an application
in power systems have been performed, which have resulted in several diﬀerent aspects.
This includes [3]:
1. Congestion and Voltage Management in Distribution Systems.
2. Frequency Control in Power Systems via Secondary Control.
3. Frequency Regulation via Tertiary Control.
Notice that secondary - and tertiary control refers to Load Frequency Control (LFC), which
will not be further treated through this report.
Nonetheless, TE is still not well-known at the distribution level and in the retail mar-
ket, while this report deals with how the concept of Transactive Control can integrate
distributed energy resources (DER) in distribution systems with focus on:
 Minimization of charging costs for DER.
 Avoiding violation of network constraints, which includes transformer capacity and
voltage level.
 Minimization of network losses.
In this context DER can represent electric vehicles, heat pumps, ﬂexible loads, storage,
distributed generation (photovoltaic cell etc.). However, through this report DER only
refers to electric vehicles.
The mentioned objectives for the optimization through this report relates to a control ap-
proach, where congestion and voltage management are in focus. Furthermore, the network
losses are included, since it receives increased attention from utilities due to the relation
between losses and operational conditions in the power system.
2
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2.1 The Transactive Control Framework
A graphically overview of Network-Constrained Transactive Control is represented in Fig-
ure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Overview of the Network-Constrained Transactive Control framework
for a 10 kV radial in a distribution network. Two radials exists indicated by the
diﬀerent colours. The red triangles represents substations, where transformation from
10 kV to 0.4 kV occurs. Each substation is assumed to supply their own low voltage
network.
The DSO have the responsibility of the network, while several aggregators can exists and
be responsible for a certain number of EV's. Aggregators are also known as ﬂeet operators
(FO). It is assumed that each EV subscribe to one FO, which practically can be made
through a contract etc. In the presented case in Figure 2.1, it is assumed that two aggre-
gators are represented, named FO1 and FO2. FO1 is responsible for all EV's connected
to the blue radial, while FO2 is responsible for all EV's connected to the yellow radial,
assuming that the two radials represents two diﬀerent areas.
When dealing with market-based coordination strategies of EV's with respect to con-
gestion and voltage management systems, there are several ways it can be executed. Two
common strategies are also known as distribution grid capacity market and dynamical grid
tariﬀ [4]. Through this report the distribution grid capacity market strategy is used, which
includes the following control system:
1. Each aggregator (FO1 and FO2) in the network submits their charging schedule for
each node in the network. Thus, for each node the aggregated capacity is informed
for the whole scheduling period.
2. Through the price coordinator the DSO and aggregators interacts with each other.
As a response to the submitted power schedule from the aggregators, they receives
(based on calculations from the DSO) a price for each node. These prices reﬂects
violation with the network constraints, if it exists in the network. If violations ex-
ists, the aggregators are requested to update their power charging schedules for the
whole period. This updating process takes place until violations with the network
constraints are avoided, where the process terminates. The market mechanism and
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thereby the price, can be done in many ways. Through this report a shadow price
based mechanism are chosen [5].
As already observed the three actors in this concept of Transactive Control have diﬀerent
purposes. Their individually primary focus is as follows:
 Aggregator (FO)
Initially the aggregators performs the optimal power charging schedules for a given
period. This generation of optimal power charging schedules focuses on minimizing
the charging costs, and in the same time comply with the physical limits of the bat-
teries. The initial optimal power charging schedules are sent to the DSO, wherein
the further communication is through the price coordinator. Furthermore, the ag-
gregators aims to update the schedules with respect to minimize the deviation from
the optimal charging schedules in the continuous updating of the charging schedules.
 Distribution System Operator (DSO)
The main objective from the DSO's point of view is to ensure safe and reliable op-
eration of the network. This includes the absence of congestion and under-voltage
problems through this report. This is ensured through the exchanging of bus infor-
mations to the price coordinator and aggregators. Furthermore, the DSO uses the
initial optimal charging schedules as a reference in the optimization. This implies the
ﬁnal charging schedules to be as close as possible to the optimal charging schedules.
The DSO does not have any incitements to have other references, since the DSO only
needs to ensure reliable operational conditions in this report.
 Price coordinator
The price coordinator represents a third party with a focus of manage the congestion
prices, which occurs through interactions between the DSO and the aggregators. The
responsibility of these interactions are located at the price coordinator.
Having obtained an equilibrium, where congestions and voltage violations are avoided, the
aggregators enters the day-ahead market together with the power charging schedules. This
analysis and optimizing process assumes that the prices from the day-ahead market are
known. In other words; the forecast provided by the aggregators of the day-ahead prices is
spot on. The same is true with the aggregators forecasts of the energy consumed by each
EV. This will not be the case for each hour, while it might sometimes be the case that
the aggregators enters the intra day market due to imbalance. In accordance to forecasts,
their might be many diﬀerent strategies, in which potentially can optimize the revenues
for the aggregators. However, these concerns are related to risk management, which is not
further considered through this report.
Additionally, it has to be noticed that potentially negotiations between the DSO and
aggregators, due to violations with the network constraints, are only intended to occur at
few nodes in the network. Negotiations are further not expected to occur in each period,
while other incitements might arise to solve the capacity problem in the network. Hence,
this framework should be viewed as a smart grid implementation to improve the utilization
of the already existing assets in networks. Thereby, it can to some extent avoid problems
such as congestion and voltage violations. This will lead to postponed investments from
a utility company perspective, which is attractive due to the future uncertainties in the
EV's consumption pattern, number of EV's, their locations etc. Nevertheless, it should be
noticed that the possible future need of capacity in networks were not the basis, when the
networks were build. Thus, capacity upgrading might also be a necessity at some point in
the future.
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2.2 Mathematical Modelling of Network-Constrained Trans-
active Control
The mathematically modelling of Network-Constrained Transactive Control can be divided
into two parts:
 Generation of optimal power charging schedules for the EV's.
 The optimization between the aggregators and DSO through the price coordinator.
This is also known as the main Transactive Control modelling part.
The two parts will be analyzed individually, and in the same sequence as stated above.
2.2.1 Generation of Optimal Power Charging Schedules
The basis for the optimization process is the initial generation of the optimal power charg-
ing schedules provided by the aggregators. As already mentioned, these optimal charging
schedules needs to minimize the charging costs with respect to the electricity spot prices.
In addition, it may also ensure suﬃcient energy for the required trips in the EV's, however
this part is not further considered through this report. By assuming knowledge about the
spot prices and the driving requirements of the EV's, the charging optimization of EV's
can be formulated by linear programming [6]. Nonetheless, it should be noticed that the
linear programming does not fully describe the charging process of EV's. This is mainly
due to the physical charging behaviour of batteries, while uncertainties of the driving re-
quirements also plays a role.
The objective function for the charging process can be described as given in equation
(2.1).
minimize
NEVk∑
i=1
NT∑
j=1
Φi,j · Pi,j · t
subjected to :
SOC0,i · Ecapacity,i +
NT∑
j=1
Pi,j · ti,j = SOCmax,i · Ecapacity,i
0 ≤ Pi,j ≤ Pmax,i
(2.1)
Through the mathematically description of the optimization problem, the indices i and j
will remain the same. The index of time slots in a given scheduling period will be given
by j (j = 1, 2, ..., NT ). Additionally, the number of EV's for each aggregator (k) are in-
dexed by i (i = 1, 2, ..., NEVk ). Thus, NT andN
EV
k represents the total number of time slots
in a given scheduling period and the total number of EV's for each aggregator, respectively.
The day-ahead electricity market prices are denoted Φi,j , and given by a vector. This
price should be viewed as a predicted price given by a forecast, however, it is assumed to
be known through this analysis. Pi,j is denoted as the decision variable given by a vector,
where the physical comprehension is to make a decision whether a given time slot should
be utilized for charging or not. This variable represents the ith EV's charging power at
time slot j, while t represents the length of each time slot.
The ﬁrst constraint given in equation (2.1) represents the state of charging (SOC) for
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the batteries. This constraint ensures that the requested energy at the end of each charg-
ing period equals the sum of the energy to be charged. The initial state of charge level for
each individual EV is given by SOC0,i, while the maximum state of charge level for each
individual EV is given by SOCmax,i (= 1). Additionally, the second constraint given in
equation (2.1) represents limiting of the charging rate for each EV charger. It limits the
charging rate to be equal to the maximum power charging rate (Pmax,i) or less.
By applying linear programming to the objective function and the subjected constraints
given in equation (2.1), it is possible to obtain the optimal charging schedules from the ag-
gregators point of view, which focus on minimizing the charging costs. In addition, for the
interactions between the aggregators and DSO, the locations of the aggregated charging
schedules are required. Thus, aggregated charging schedules for each bus in the network
should be provided by the aggregators. Thereby, the decision variable introduced in equa-
tion (2.1) will be denoted as Pi,j,b, where b represents the bus index, and NB represents
the total number of busses in the network (b = 1, 2, ..., NB).
Hence, through the report the aggregated power charging schedule at bus b and in time
slot j is calculated for each aggregator. The total power requirement in the network by
each aggregator at bus b and in time slot j is given by equation (2.2).
PEk,j,b =
∑
i→b
Pi,j,b (2.2)
Where k denotes the index for the number of aggregators, while let NFO represents the
total number of aggregators (k = 1, 2, ..., NFO). This representation allows the DSO to
investigate whether congestion and voltage issues exists due to the diﬀerent power charging
schedules for each aggregator.
2.2.2 Transactive Control Modelling
Generally, the overall goal is to ﬁnd a feasible solution for the power charging schedules, in
which avoid network constraint violations. If network constraint violations occurs through
the optimization, it is reﬂected in the price. However, if network constraint violations
not occurs, the price will equals zero. The already explained objectives for the DSO and
aggregators needs to be mathematically formulated. This is done individually for a clearer
view.
The Aggregators objective
It is necessary to establish a cost function for the aggregators, which represents the devi-
ation in power charging at bus b in time slot j. An increased diﬀerence will indicate that
there is a large diﬀerence between the requested charging level from the aggregators, and
the allowed capability in the part of the network, where constraint violations occurs. The
cost function is given by equation (2.3).
minimize µk = Ck,j,b ·
(
P˜k,j,b − PEk,j,b
)2
subjected to :
NT∑
j=1
P˜k,j,b · ti =
∑
i→b
(SOCMax,i − SOC0,i) · Ecapacity,i
(2.3)
Where Ck,j,b represents a weighting factor, which impacts the optimization process when
diﬀerences occurs. Thus, by increasing the weighting factor smaller diﬀerences will not be
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preferred. Through this report the weighting factors are diﬀerent from each aggregator,
while the factor does not change from each time slot j. Furthermore, P˜k,j,b represents a
control variable, and is the allowable level of charging power in time slot j at bus b through
the optimization process. This allowable level of charging power is desired by the DSO.
Additionally, by the constraint it can be observed that the power charging level in each
time slot j at each bus b should fulﬁll the requirements for the individual EV.
The DSO objective
Overall, the DSO is interested in the most reliable operational conditions in the network.
Through this report these operational conditions are related to avoid congestion problems,
where the thermal capacity of the distribution transformer is of interest. Furthermore,
voltage violations are also in focus. As an add-on in this optimization process, network
losses are also considered as a part of the objective function, which is given in equation
(2.4).
minimize a ·
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
(
PDSO(j, b)−
nFO∑
k=1
PEk,j,b
)2
+ b · Ploss
subjected to :
NB∑
b=1
PDSO(j, b) ≤ PMaxtransformer,j
U0,j,b −∆Uj,b ≥ Umin,j,b
(2.4)
Please note that PEk,j,b is included as the reference for the DSO. This is in line with the
fact that the DSO tries to allow as much charging power as possible with respect to the
optimal charging schedules received from the aggregators in the start of the process.
The objective function represented in equation (2.4) contains two constants denoted a
and b, which are arbitrary weighting factors. The control variable, PDSO(j, b), expresses
the allowable power at bus b in time slot j - also known as the allowable power desired by
the DSO. Since this report only consider a single substation with one distribution trans-
former, one constraint exists that ensures the aggregated allowable power by the DSO
is equal to or less than the maximum power capacity of the transformer at time slot j
(PMaxtransformer,j). This transformer capacity is with reference to the aggregators, which is
deduced by the DSO. As an example, it might be the case that the DSO wants the aggre-
gated power from all EV's at each time slot j to maximum load 50 % of the transformer
capacity (with respect to the the rated power of the transformer). Hence, PMaxtransformer,j
is set to 50 % of the transformers capacity. This ensures that the DSO knows how much
the aggregated power from all EV's loads the transformer besides the conventional loads.
Furthermore, nFO is introduced, and represents the number of aggregators that have EV's
connected to bus b.
Network losses
An approximation of network losses in the low voltage network is carried out. Normally,
the reactive power (Q) is usually small when the voltage is close to nominal (1 pu), while it
is a good approximation to neglect it. This also implies that the loss can be approximated
by [7]:
Ploss = I
2 ·R = P
2
line +Q
2
line
U2
·R = P
2
line + 0
2
12
·R = P 2line ·R (2.5)
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In order to convert the network losses into the concerned problem, it has to consider the
losses at each time slot j. In addition, the losses are referred to the bus that causes the
losses (due to the connected load). This can be mathematically described as follows:
Ploss =
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
P 2line,j,b ·Rb (2.6)
Where the Pline,j,b is calculated as indicated in equation (2.7) [7].
Pline,j,b = (A ·AT )−1 ·A · (P0,j,b + PDSO(j, b)) (2.7)
Where A indicates the incidence matrix, which represents the connectivity in the low volt-
age network. This connectivity is represented by 1 or -1, where 1 indicates a connection
between two busses with the right ﬂow direction, whereas -1 indicates the opposite. Fi-
nally, P0,j,b represents the existing load at bus b, which relates to the conventional loads
from households etc. Please note that the control variable is included and added to the
conventional load. By this implementation the charging schedules (and thereby the new
loads in the network) are considered in the loss calculations as well.
Voltage limitation
The given voltage constraint in equation (2.4) implies that the voltage is above the mini-
mum allowable voltage denoted by Umin,j,b, while U0,j,b represents the initial voltage level.
The voltage diﬀerence from the initial case and the voltage in each time slot, where po-
tential power charging can occur, is given by ∆Uj,b. Due to the new loads introduced by
the EV's, ∆Uj,b should be viewed as a "new" voltage drop in the network, while ∆Uj,b it
is subtracted from U0,j,b. The voltage diﬀerence can be approximated by considering the
Jacobian matrix (J ), which is well-known from load ﬂow calculations using the method of
Newton-Raphson etc.
[
∆P
∆Q
]
= J ·
[
∆Θ
∆U
]
⇒
[
∆P
∆Q
]
=

∂∆P
∂Θ
∂∆P
∂U
∂∆Q
∂Θ
∂∆Q
∂U
 ·
[
∆Θ
∆U
]
(2.8)
By the already stated assumption about neglecting the reactive power (Q = 0), ∆U is
calculated as follows:[
∆Θ
∆U
]
= J−1 ·
[
∆P
∆Q
]
⇒
[
∆Θ
∆U
]
= J−1 ·
[
∆P
0
]
⇒ ∆U = J−1 ·∆P (2.9)
For this analysis the angle between two busses given by Θ is not further considered. Hence,
in order to calculate the diﬀerence in voltage, only a sub matrix of the full Jacobian matrix
is needed. Thus, with respect to the Transactive Control concept, the diﬀerence in voltage
is calculated as follows.
∆Uj,b = J
−1
21 · PDSO(j, b) (2.10)
Please notice that PDSO(j, b) still remains the total allowable power desired by the DSO -
also known as the control variable through the optimization process.
The overall objective function
To obtain the overall objective function, in which both encounter the aggragators objec-
tive and the DSO's objective, it can from a social welfare maximization point of view be
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formulated as given in equation (2.11).
minimize
NF∑
k=1
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
Ck,j,b ·
(
P˜k,j,b − PEk,j,b
)2
+ a ·
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
(
PDSO(j, b)−
nFO∑
k=1
PEk,j,b
)2
+ b · Ploss
subjected to :
nFO∑
k=1
P˜k,j,b ≤ PDSO(j, b)
NB∑
b=1
PDSO(j, b) ≤ PMaxtransformer,j
U0,j,b −∆Uj,b ≥ Umin,j,b
NT∑
j=1
P˜k,j,b · ti =
∑
i→b
(SOCMax,i − SOC0,i) · Ecapacity,i
(2.11)
As it is observed in equation (2.11), the same constraints exists as stated in both the ob-
jective function for the aggregators and the DSO. However, the ﬁrst constraint in equation
(2.11) is new, which guarantees that the aggregated power from all power charging sched-
ules not exceeds the allowable power desired by the DSO.
The Lagrangian Function
The objective can be reformulated by utilization of the Lagrange method, where the La-
grange multiplier is represented for each time slot j and each bus b, λj,b. This is in line with
the framework, where the aggregators will receive a price for each bus, which will indicate
violations of the network constraints. These prices are the shadow prices and analogous to
the Lagrange multiplier.
Let the Lagrange multiplier corresponds to the ﬁrst constraint given in equation (2.11),
thereby the Lagrange function can be formulated as follows.
L(P˜k,j,b, P˜j,b, λj,b) =
NF∑
k=1
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
Ck,j,b ·
(
P˜k,j,b − PEk,j,b
)2
+ a ·
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
(
PDSO(j, b)−
nFO∑
k=1
PEk,j,b
)2
+ b · Ploss
+
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
λj,b ·
(
nFO∑
k=1
P˜k,j,b − PDSO(j, b)
)
(2.12)
In order to understand the physical meaning of the Lagrange multiplier in this case, the
represented function given in equation (2.12) should be considered. It is well-known that
the optimum minimum point for a Lagrange function occurs, when the partial derivative of
one of the independent variables equals zero. By diﬀerentiate with e.g. PDSO(j, b), it can
from equation (2.12) be observed that the aggregators objective are cancelled out, while
the last term equals −λj,b. Thus, the Lagrange multiplier will be expressed in terms of the
diﬀerence between the allowable power desired by the DSO and the optimal power charging
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schedules (generated from the aggregators in the start of the process). This indicates that
λj,b represents how large the diﬀerence is between the allowable power and the optimal
power charging schedules at time slot j. The larger λj,b is (positive), the greater is the
diﬀerence between the allowable power and the optimal power charging schedules. Hence,
larger values of λj,b indicates an inferior business case from the aggregators point of view,
since the aggregators are forced to make larger changes in the charging schedules, which
causes the charging costs to increase. Therefore, if power charging at a certain bus leads
to violations of the network constraints, the Lagrange multiplier for the speciﬁc bus will
increase. In addition, if there are any problems with the network constraints in a certain
time slot j, the Lagrange multiplier will equals zero.
It is worth noticing that the increment in λj,b, due to violation with the constraints, acts
as a "congestion" price for the aggregators, since they are forced to change their optimal
charging schedules, and thereby not obtain the minimum charging cost. Whether it is the
aggregators that have to pay the whole congestion price is not further considered.
The Transactive Control Concept Expressed by the Subgradient Method
Based on the constructed Lagrange function given in equation (2.12), the optimization
problem can be solved by considering dual decomposition using the subgradient method.
The subgradient method can advantageously be used for minimizing non diﬀerentiable con-
vex functions [8]. However, the subgradient will not further be documented in this report.
The given Lagrange function in equation (2.12) is separable, where the dual function
consists of the aggregator and the DSO [9].
f(λj,b) = fFO(λj,b) + fDSO(λj,b) (2.13)
Thereby, the objective function for the aggregators and DSO are optimized individually
by the subgradient method, which is an iterative method indexed by m (= λm,j,b). The
method initialize the dual variable (the Lagrange multiplier in this case) arbitrary, how-
ever, it should comply with λ0,j,b ≥ 0 . By utilizing the subgradient method, the dual
decomposition algorithm is as follows:
1. The aggregators: Find P˜k,j,b and λj,b that minimizes fFO(λj,b).
fFO(λj,b) =
NF∑
k=1
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
Ck,j,b ·
(
P˜k,j,b − PEk,j,b
)2
+
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
λj,b ·
(
nFO∑
k=1
P˜k,j,b
)
subjected to :
NT∑
j=1
P˜k,j,b · ti =
∑
i→b
(SOCMax,i − SOC0,i) · Ecapacity,i
(2.14)
2. The DSO: Find PDSO(j, b) and λj,b that minimizes fDSO(λj,b).
fDSO(λj,b) =
a ·
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
(
PDSO(j, b)−
nFO∑
k=1
PEk,j,b
)2
+ b · Ploss −
NT∑
j=1
NB∑
b=1
λj,b · PDSO(j, b)
subjected to :
NB∑
b=1
PDSO(j, b) ≤ PMaxtransformer,j
U0,j,b −∆Uj,b ≥ Umin,j,b
(2.15)
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3. The price coordinator: Update the dual variable λm,j,b
λm+1,j,b = λm,j,b + αm ·
(
nFO∑
k=1
P˜ ∗k,j,b − PDSO(j, b)∗
)
(2.16)
Through the updating process of the dual variable, P˜ ∗k,j,b and PDSO(j, b)
∗ indicates the
solution to equation (2.14) and (2.15), respectively. Furthermore, αm represents the step
size, where a positive constant (αm = α) as step size has been utilized through this report.
The above dual decomposition algorithm is applied until the absolute value of the dif-
ference between the last two dual variables are less than an arbitrary chosen threshold
value.
|λm,j,b − λm−1,j,b| < γ (2.17)
Where γ represents the arbitrary chosen threshold value. Through the report the threshold
value is chosen in the range of 0.01 - 0.0001.
The above algorithm represents a convex optimization problem, which is solved by YALMIP
- an optimization package in MATLAB. Further introduction and documentation regarding
convex optimization problems will not be included in this report.
Flowchart of the Transactive Control Framework
Based on the introduction to the TE framework, as well as the mathematical modelling
of the framework, a ﬂowchart of the optimization process is found in Figure 2.2. As it is
observed the ﬂowchart can be divided into three parts:
 Data collection
This part concerns about collection of the driving requirements for the individual
EV, as well as the forecast of electricity spot prices for the given charging period.
The sequence in the collection of these data is not needed to be as indicated in
Figure 2.2. Please notice that driving requirements for each individual EV are not
further considered through this analysis. Hence, all EV's are assumed to be fully
charged after the Transactive Control. However, this might not be needed for each
individual EV with respect to the driving requirements for each EV. Considering
the driving requirements for each EV can potentially save charging costs, since fully
charged EV's might not be needed. Furthermore, these considerations will also con-
tributes to reduce the load peak created by the EV's, since some EV's might only
require to be charged 50 % of full capacity, and thereby postpone some charging
periods to another days / periods.
 Generation of optimal charging schedule
Based on the data collection, each aggregator generates their own optimal power
charging schedules, which are sent to the DSO (indicated in Figure 2.1). The DSO
checks whether the optimal power charging schedules leads to congestion - or voltage
problems. If all network constraints are met, the DSO accepts the charging schedules.
If it is not the case, the main Transactive Control session starts.
 Transactive Control
Due to congestion and/or voltage problems, the aggregators are forced to change
their charging schedules with a focus on minimizing the deviation from the opti-
mal charging schedules. This ensures the aggregators to minimize the increment in
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charging costs. The DSO utilizes the new schedules to analyze whether congestion
and/or voltage problems still exists. If violations still exists, the DSO generates an
updated schedule containing the allowable power at bus b in time slot j. Finally, the
price coordinator updates the prices. If the price has converged, the DSO accepts
the charging schedules. Thus, converged prices indicates that all network constraints
are met. Otherwise, the procedure restarts until converged prices are obtained.
The given algorithm of Network-Constrained Transactive Control in Figure 2.2 are imple-
mented in MATLAB using YALMIP.
Figure 2.2: Flowchart of Network-Constrained Transactive Control.
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3 | Transactive Control Using YALMIP
This part of the report introduces YALMIP, which is an optimization package added to
MATLAB. This package allows users to advantageously solve convex - and nonconvex
optimization problems, and can be used instead of the CVX-package (mathematically
modelling of convex optimization) in MATLAB.
First, fundamentals about YALMIP will be introduced, which includes the choice of solvers
and introduction to how objective functions, constraints etc. are handled by YALMIP.
Secondly, the construction of the Transactive Control concept shown in Figure 2.2 by
using YALMIP, will be explained.
3.1 Fundamentals About YALMIP
YALMIP is an advanced modelling language for convex - and nonconvex optimization
problems, which can be implemented in MATLAB for free, where the same syntax as used
in MATLAB is used in the YALMIP package. One of the beneﬁts of using YALMIP is how
fast the algorithms works; the YALMIP package has shown great performance through
the analysis. YALMIP supports several problem classes, whereas linear-, quadratic- and
second order cone programming are some of them which YALMIP supports.
Generally, YALMIP contains some internal solvers, which are used for global optimiza-
tion etc. In addition, external solvers does also exists, which normally carries out the
actual computational tasks, where the internal solves minor problems utilizing the exter-
nal solvers [10].
For the concerned Transactive Control optimization problem, a solver for linear program-
ming and convex optimization problems are needed. For linear programming, the solver
called linprog is applied, while the solver called SeDuMi is applied for solving the convex
optimization problem. SeDuMi is a widely used solver among YALMIP users, and is cate-
gorized as one of the second-order cone programming solvers. In this category the SDPT3
solver also exists. The SeDuMi solver can advantageously be used for convex optimization
problems, and has shown great performance through the analysis.
3.1.1 Construction of Optimization Problems in YALMIP
The most important parameter in the YALMIP package is the decision variable - also
known as the parameter, in which are trying to be optimized. The decision variable is
created by the command sdpvar, where a decision variable deﬁned as a matrix H with m
rows and n columns is deﬁned as follows:
H = sdpvar(m,n) (3.1)
The deﬁned decision variable is used as a part of the objective function and in potential
constraints subjected to the objective function. Having deﬁned both the objective function
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and the constraints, it is possible to solve the problem by using the command optimize:
solution = optimize(Constraints,Objective,Options) (3.2)
Where the Constraints exists as a vector with a certain number of equality and inequality
constraints, while Objective denotes the objective function. Options is not required to be
deﬁned, while YALMIP will choose a solver that is already installed. Hence, by deﬁning
Options, it is possible to choose a speciﬁc solver for the optimization problem. Assuming
the SeDuMi solver is chosen to solve the problem, Options can be deﬁned as follows:
Options = sdpsettings(′verbose′, 0,′ solver′,′ sedumi′,′ allownonconvex′, 0) (3.3)
The above deﬁned Options implies that all sub results through the process are hidden
(verbose = 0), while the solver is chosen to be SeDuMi. Furthermore, it can be an advan-
tage to include: allownonconvex = 0, which ensures that YALMIP not set up a nonconvex
problem.
In order to continuously monitor the optimization process, and whether the solution have
converged or not, informations from the optimize commando can advantageously be ex-
tracted by the following statement:
if solution.problem = 0 then
The process has converged, and the next step in the concerned optimization
process can be executed;
else
solution.info;
yalmiperror(solution.problem);
end
Algorithm 1: If-statement to ﬁnd errors in the optimization process in YALMIP.
The given if-statement in Algorithm 1 will indicate if convergence problems through the
optimization process have occurred, and thereby protect against erroneous results.
3.2 Transactive Control Expressed by YALMIP
Based on the shown ﬂowchart in Figure 2.2, several functions have been created, which
relates to the diﬀerent tasks given in the ﬂowchart. The main script modelled in MATLAB
follows the process shown in Algorithm 2.
Overall, the main script carries out the Transactive Control using a while-loop, where
the optimal power charging schedules are calculated before the while-loop starts. If none
constraint violations are observed, the prices will equals zero after the price update. Hence,
the while-loop is stopped by the if-statement after the ﬁrst iteration. Furthermore, it can
be observed that four MATLAB functions are created and utilized:
 FOaggregationwithbus.
 Networkcalculation.
 FOscheduleadjustment.
 DSOnewoperation.
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They all have diﬀerent tasks within the Transactive Control concept, where YALMIP has
been used as the programming language inside the functions. All functions will individu-
ally be explained.
Data: Collecting data about the spot prices and the driving requirements for the
EV users;
for k = 1 : NFO do
Calculate the optimal power charging schedules for aggregator k (= PEk,j,b) using
the FOaggregationwithbus MATLAB function;
end
Calculate the aggregated charging power in the entire network by
∑nFO
k=1 P˜k,j,b;
Create the decision variable Pcontrol using the command sdpvar ;
Calculate initial network conditions and create the objective function for Ploss using
the Networkcalculation MATLAB function;
while m < β do
for k = 1 : NFO do
Update the power charging schedules for aggregator k (= P˜k,j,b) using the
FOscheduleadjustment MATLAB function;
end
The DSO calculates the network conditions, and updates the allowable power
charging schedule (= PDSO(j, b)) using the DSOnewoperation MATLAB
function;
The price coordinator updates the prices (the Lagrange multiplier) in
accordance to equation (2.16);
if |λm,j,b − λm−1,j,b| < γ then
Break;
end
end
Use the solution of Pcontrol to calculate Ploss;
Algorithm 2: Overview of the Transactive Control setup in MATLAB.
The while-loop stops after an arbitrary chosen threshold value, β. Through the analysis
the threshold value has been set to 100.
By using YALMIP a decision variable, also known as the control variable, has been cre-
ated, Pcontrol. This control variable indicates the allowable power desired by the DSO
(= PDSO(j, b)), and utilized by all functions except the FOaggregationwithbus function.
The control variable exists as a matrix containing 52 rows and 33 columns. The number of
rows equals the number of time periods through the optimization, hence 52 time periods
with an interval of 15 minutes are considered (indexed by j ). Furthermore, the considered
low voltage network contains 33 busses (including the slack bus), while the columns rep-
resents the number of busses (indexed by b). The network will be introduced in the next
chapter.
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FOaggregationwithbus
The aim of the function is to create optimal charging schedules for each aggregator, which
is utilized through the optimization, since it is the DSO reference through the process. As
already explained, the generation of optimal charging schedules are performed by linear
programming, where YALMIP is set to use the solver linprog.
It is assumed that two aggregators exists represented by FO1 and FO2, where each ag-
gregator has 18 EV's to control. Hence, two functions called FO1aggregationwithbus and
FO2aggregationwithbus have been created, where the only diﬀerence is where the EV's are
located and connected in the network. The number of EV's for each aggregator at each
bus can be observed in Table 3.1, while a schematic overview of the network and loads are
shown in the next chapter.
Bus 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
FO1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 2
FO2 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Table 3.1: Overview of how many EV's connected at each bus for each aggregator.
The MATLAB code for the two functions using YALMIP can be further investigated in
Appendix ?? and ??, where it is observable that two new decision variables are created
for the linear programming task. These variables are created in accordance to equation
(2.1), and represents Pi,j . Please notice that the decision variable FOpower represents the
output of the function, and thereby the optimal charging schedules. Additionally, it can
be observed that the constraints are analogous to the given constraints in equation (2.1).
Networkcalculation
The purpose of the function is to calculate the initial conditions in the network by using
MATPOWER, where only the conventional loads (P0) are represented. From these cal-
culations the Jacobian matrix and initial voltages are extracted. The Jacobian matrix is
utilized to obtain ∆U , while the initial voltages are used in the constraints subjected to
the objective function for the DSO.
Furthermore, the objective function which describes the network losses, Ploss, is created.
It has been found out that the calculation of equation (2.7), which includes the sparse
matrix A, is a heavy computational task. Since the objective function for Ploss is the same
through the process, it is not necessary to include the calculations in the while-loop. It can
advantageously be executed before the while-loop, and thereby save computational time.
The Networkcalculation function is represented in Appendix ??. Please notice that the
decision variable Pcontrol is included, which is in line with equation (2.7).
FOscheduleadjustment
Due to violations with the network constraints, the aggregators are forced to change the
schedules. This updating of charging schedules are performed by the FOscheduleadjustment
function, and can be investigated in Appendix ?? and ??. Since two aggregators exists
in this analysis, two functions called FO1scheduleadjustment and FO2scheduleadjustment
have been created. They update the charging schedules for FO1 and FO2, respectively. In
these functions the Lagrange multiplier is an important parameter, since it indicates which
busses that leads to violations of network constraints. Hence, the planned charging load
at these busses has to be regulated by the aggregators.
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The creation of the objective function, as well as the constraints, are analogous to equa-
tion (2.3). Please note that a new decision variable called Pagg has been created, which
represents the new charging schedules after adjustments - also denoted as P˜k,j,b in equation
(2.3). Furthermore, it can be observed that the solver SeDuMi has been utilized to solve
the convex optimization problem.
DSOnewoperation
Based on the optimal charging schedules and updated prices, the DSO tries to optimize
the charging schedule in a way that removes network constraint violations. Updating of
the allowable power at each bus from the DSO is carried out by the DSOnewoperation
function. This function creates the optimization problem given in equation (2.4), and uses
the solver SeDuMi to solve the convex optimization problem. The structure of the function
and how YALMIP is applied to the optimization problem, can be seen in Appendix ??. The
function allows to consider whether voltage limits and network losses should be included
in the optimization. The diﬀerences will be further investigated in the next chapter.
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trol
This chapter introduces the considered low voltage network, which is the basis for the anal-
ysis. After the introduction of the low voltage network, the Transactive Control concept
is analyzed by two cases:
 Case 1: In this case the DSO does not consider either voltage limits or network
losses. Hence, the network losses is excluded from the objective function, while all
constraints regarding voltage limits are excluded.
 Case 2: In this case the DSO both consider voltage limits, as well as network losses.
Therefore, the constraints and objective functions examined through the report at
this point are applied.
In addition, a cost analysis in the second case will performed with the focus of analyzing the
congestion price for the aggregators. Thirdly, a perspective of the Lagrange multiplier will
be performed, where a new rule to the Transactive Control concept in Algorithm 2 is in-
troduced. Finally, a perspective of the discrimination between the aggregators is examined.
The charging schedules (containing 52 periods) will be based on the electricity prices shown
in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Electricity prices over 52 periods.
Over the last 20 periods the prices are lower compared to the ﬁrst 20 periods (out of 52
periods), as it can be observed in Figure 4.1. This implies that the aggregators predomi-
nantly are planning to charge the EV's in the last 20 periods. Hence, congestion problems
as well as voltage violations are expected in the low price periods. Therefore, it is expected
that the aggregators tries to move their charging of power towards the ﬁrst 30 periods,
which implies the total charging costs to increase.
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Technical Parameters
In order to compare the two cases, several technical parameters have been hold constant
through the analysis. It is assumed that the DSO only allows the aggregated charging
power to load the transformer with maximum 120 kW (= PMaxtransformer). Furthermore, the
DSO only allows a minimum voltage of 0.90 pu, when the voltage limits are included in
the constraints.
All the EV's connected to the network have a maximum power charging rate of 3.7 kW
(= Pmax), and a battery with a capacity of 24 kWh (= ECapacity). The batteries for all
the EV's are assumed to have an initial state of charge equal to 0.2 (= SOC0). Please
notice that the power charging rate is turned into kW15min by multiplying by 0.25 kWh
in the FOaggregationwithbus function. This is necessary due to time slots with an interval
of 15 min. Hence, the output from the functions are afterwards converted back to kW by
dividing the output with 0.25 kWh.
Finally, the threshold value γ to ensure convergence in the optimization process is chosen
to 0.001 through all analysis. Additionally, the step size in the updating process of the
Lagrange multiplier is set to 0.1 (= αm).
4.1 The low voltage network
The low voltage network contains, as already explained, 33 busses including the slack bus
(reference). The low voltage network is shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Overview of the low voltage network. Each load in the network repre-
sents one EV, where blue loads belongs to FO1, and red loads belongs to FO2.
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The network loads indicated in Figure 4.2 represents only the EV's, while the conventional
loads are not represented in the shown network. However, conventional loads exists at all
busses (excluding bus 32 and 33). Please note that the line between bus 9 and 24 are out
of service.
4.2 Case 1: Exclusion of Voltage Limits and Network Losses
The aim of this case is to investigate how the network conditions will be aﬀected, when
fundamental network constraints, such as voltage limits, are excluded. Hence, all voltage
constraints subjected to the objective functions are excluded in the optimization process.
Furthermore, the network loss term in the objective function for the DSO is excluded.
The development in the prices (the Lagrange multiplier) and the allowable power desired
by the DSO, can be observed in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Development in prices and allowable power by the DSO at bus 3 and 9
in case 1. The dotted line indicates the aggregated power of FO1 and FO2.
As observed by Figure 4.3, bus 3 and 9 are considered. Those two busses will be the basis
for both case 1 and 2. Furthermore, only time slot 45 to 48 are considered in both case 1
and 2. These time periods are particularly interesting due to the low prices in accordance
to Figure 4.1.
By Figure 4.3 it can be observed that convergence is reached after 29 iterations in ref-
erence to the chosen threshold value γ. Positive prices are obtained at both bus 3 and
9, since the planned charging schedules exceeds the allowable power desired by the DSO
(indicated by the two lower graphs). However, it can be observed that the aggregators
and the DSO reach consensus about the allowable power, where 10.2 kW and 6.6 kW are
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allowed at bus 9 and 3, respectively. In accordance to the optimal charging schedules, it
can be observed that the aggragators are forced to move around 1 kW at both bus 3 and 9,
in order to comply with the requirements from the DSO. Hence, the 1 kW at both busses
has been moved to order time periods, where higher prices exists, and thereby cause an
increased charging cost for both aggregators - also known as the congestion price.
To further investigate how the charging schedules for both aggregators develops, Figure 4.4
should be considered.
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Figure 4.4: Development in the charging schedules for bus 3 and 9 for all 52 time
periods in case 1.
Generally, the pattern in the charging schedules are not surprising, since it follows the
low price periods in reference to Figure 4.1. As indicated by the low voltage network in
Figure 4.2, FO1 does not control any EV's connected to bus 3, while the charging schedule
given in Figure 4.4 for FO1 at bus 3 equals zero. Thus, it is only FO2 that is forced to
reduce the charging power at bus 3. Since both FO1 and FO2 have EV's connected to bus
9, they are both forced to reduce the charging power. In this case it can be observed that
FO2 ends up with the largest reduction in reference to the optimal schedule. However, it
can also be observed that FO2 ends up by charging a small amount of power through the
considered 52 time periods. By this charging pattern it requires that the EV is available
through all 52 time periods. These considerations are not included through this analysis.
Finally, it can also be observed that around 20 periods of 15 mins are needed to fully
charge the EV's in the optimal charging schedules, which equals to 5 hours.
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Network Conditions
Even though the voltage limits and network losses are removed from the optimization,
the constraint regarding the loading of the transformer by the aggregators still exists. The
aggregated power from all connected EV's in the network before and after the optimization
can be observed in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The aggregated power from all EV's before and after Transactive Control
in case 1.
As it can be observed, the aggregated power in reference to the optimal charging schedules
from FO1 and FO2 cause the transformer to be loaded by more than 120 kW as deter-
mined by the DSO. By applying Transactive Control it is observed that the aggregated
power from the ﬁnal charging schedules equals 120 kW, and thereby complies with the
requirement from the DSO. The charging of EV's are moved to other time periods, which
is observable in Figure 4.5, where a small amount of power is continuously charged besides
the low price periods.
Additionally, the changed charging schedules will also aﬀect the voltage conditions in the
network to some extent. The development in the minimum voltage before and after the
Transactive Control can be observed in Figure 4.6. As observed in Figure 4.6, the voltage
after Transactive Control has increased. This is not surprising, since the Transactive Con-
trol forces the aggregators to change their schedules, and thereby distribute the charging of
EV's over several periods instead of only in the low price periods. Hence, the loading level
in low price time periods will decrease, which implies the voltage in the network to increase
with respect to the case with optimal charging schedules (Before TE control). However,
the improvements are not signiﬁcant, since the voltage is increased by only 0.2 pu. This
leads to a ﬁnal minimum voltage of 0.863 pu, which not complies with DS/EN 50160. This
shows the importance of considering voltage limits, since it can ensure a certain minimum
voltage level, and thereby ensure the operational conditions. This contributes to that the
DSO can postpone potentially investments regarding upgrading of e.g. the capacity in the
network, in order to improve the voltage conditions.
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Figure 4.6: Development in the minimum voltage level in case 1.
4.3 Case 2: Including Voltage Limits and Network Losses
Compared to case 1 the purpose of case 2 is to investigate how the network conditions are
improved by considering both voltage limits and network losses. Therefore, case 2 includes
all constraints explained through the report, while the objective function applied in case 2
is analogous to equation (2.11).
For case 2 the development in prices and allowable power through the optimization process
can be observed in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Development in prices and allowable power by the DSO at bus 3 and 9
in case 2. The dotted line indicates the aggregated power from FO1 and FO2.
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By introducing the network loss term in the objective function, as well as the voltage con-
straints, convergence is now reached after 74 iterations. This should be compared to case
1, where only 29 iterations were needed. Furthermore, it can also be observed that positive
prices exists at bus 9, while negative prices occurs at bus 3. At bus 9 the charging power
by the aggregators exceeds the allowable power desired by the DSO, while positive prices
occurs. This is the picture throughout the optimization process, while the aggregators and
DSO reach consensus around 6 kW at bus 9. Furthermore, it can be observed that the
price at bus 9 has increased compared to the ﬁnal price at bus 9 in case 1. Since both
the voltage constraints and network losses are included in the optimization, the allowable
power desired by the DSO at bus 9 has decreased in case 2. Hence, the diﬀerence between
the allowable power and charging power at bus 9 has increased in case 2, which is reﬂected
by higher prices at bus 9 in case 2.
The same development is not observed at bus 3, where negative prices occurs. In the
ﬁrst iterations, it can be observed that the charging power exceeds the allowable power,
while the price starts increasing (λj,3 > 0). However, since FO2 changes the charging
schedule to contain a lower requirement of power than allowed by the DSO at bus 3, the
price becomes negative. Thus, the price ends up being negative, where the DSO and FO2
reach consensus at around 5 kW at bus 3. The development of negative prices are not
surprising, when the updating of the Lagrange multiplier in equation (2.16) is considered.
As it can be observed, the last term in equation (2.16) will become negative if the allow-
able power by the DSO is larger than the aggregators power charging schedules. Hence,
if the allowable power desired by the DSO is larger than the power charging schedules
through several iterations, the ﬁnal price will likely become negative. Thereby, negative
prices indicates to the aggregators that they consume less than allowed by the DSO at bus i.
The charging schedules after the optimization process has converged can be observed in
Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Development in the charging schedules for bus 3 and 9 for all 52 time
periods in case 2.
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Once again the charging schedule for FO1 at bus 3 equals zero, since FO1 not controls any
EV's connected to bus 3. In addition, it can be observed that FO2 decreases the charging
power at bus 3 even though the price ends up being negative. However, this shows that
other time periods have been more suitable with respect to minimize the charging costs.
Larger changes at bus 9 have also occurred, where FO2 once again is the one with the largest
reduction in the charging schedule in reference to the optimal schedule. The charging peak
observed in the charging schedule for FO2 at bus 9 has totally been removed compared to
the ﬁnal schedule for FO2 in case 1, while FO2 now charge a certain amount of power in each
time period besides the low price periods. This is most likely due to the implementation of
network losses and voltage constraints, since a charging peak from both FO1 and FO2 in
the same time periods might cause too low voltages and too high losses. Hence, it is now
only FO1 that causes a charging peak in the time periods 45 to 48. This discrimination
between aggregators is further investigated later in the report.
Network Conditions
By the implementation of extra network constraints compared to case 1, the loading of the
transformer due to charging of EV's, as well as the minimum voltages, is of interest. The
aggregated power from all EV's is given by Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: The aggregated power from all EV's before and after Transactive Control
in case 2.
Compared to case 1, the aggregated power from all EV's is now reduced to below 120 kW.
This is not surprising after voltage constraints and network losses are considering through
the optimization. This will generally force the aggregators to distribute the charging of
EV's even more compared to case 1, and thereby reduce the peak. This distribution of
power charging can also be observed in Figure 4.9, where the aggregated power besides the
low price periods has increased.
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Additionally, the development in the minimum voltage can be observed in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Development in the minimum voltage level in case 2.
As expected, the minimum voltage is close to 0.90 (= 0.8981) due to the settings in the
constraints. This shows the opportunity the DSO possesses, since the voltage constraints
can be utilized to ensure certain operational conditions. This helps the DSO to comply
with the diﬀerent network requirements (e.g. DS/EN 50160) even though penetration of
EV's occurs in the future.
4.3.1 Comparison of case 1 and case 2
In order to compare the two cases, the network conditions have to be compared. The
results from both cases can be observed in Table 4.1.
Case
Network loss
[MWh]
Energy
[MWh]
Loss ratio
[%]
Voltage
[pu]
Case 1
Before TE 0.1348 2.0699 6.51 0.8548
After TE 0.1270 2.0611 6.16 0.8634
Case 2
Before TE 0.1348 2.0699 6.51 0.8548
After TE 0.1106 2.0455 5.41 0.8981
Table 4.1: Network conditions in case 1 and case 2.
As indicated by Table 4.1, the losses ends up being higher when the objective function
not includes losses (case 1). However, case 1 improves the network losses, energy through
the transformer, loss ratio and the minimum voltage by applying Transactive Control. In
this case the loss ratio is the ratio given by the network losses and the energy through the
transformer. These improvements are mainly due to the fact that the charging of EV's
have been distributed throughout several periods instead of only in the low price periods.
Nevertheless, it can also be observed that further improvements are obtained for all pa-
rameters in Table 4.1, when voltage constraints and network losses are included in the
optimization. Mainly the losses, and thereby the loss ratio, has decreased. This improve-
ments implies better network conditions, which are reﬂected in the voltage improvements.
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4.3.2 Cost Analysis of the Congestion Price
As already explained, the aggregators pays a congestion price, when the DSO not accepts
the optimal charging schedules due to violations with the network constraints. Thus, the
aggregators are forced to charge the EV's in periods with higher prices.
Based on case 2 the costs have been calculated for the aggregators at bus 3 and 9. The
development in costs at bus 3 is shown in Figure 4.11
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Figure 4.11: Development in costs for bus 3 in case 2.
As expected, the largest costs occurs in the low prices periods by using the optimal sched-
ules. This will ultimately minimize the charging costs as much as possible. However, the
ﬁnal schedules reduces the costs in the low price periods, while new charging costs now
occurs in all time periods. This is in line with the charging schedules shown in Figure 4.8,
where it was observed that the ﬁnal schedule from FO2 at bus 3 leads to a small amount
of power to be charged throughout all time periods (besides the charging peak).
Additionally, it can be observed how the negative price at bus 3 increases towards be-
ing positive, when the charging peak from FO2 occurs in the time periods 32 to 52. This
is not surprising since the diﬀerence between the allowable power desired by the DSO and
the power charging schedule (from FO2 at bus 3) becomes smaller. Hence, the prices will
move towards being positive in accordance to equation (2.16).
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To compare the costs at bus 3, the development in costs at bus 9 can be observed in
Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Development in costs for bus 9 in case 2.
From both FO1's and FO2's point of view, they experience a reduction in their costs in
the low price periods compared to their optimal charging schedules. However, new costs
occurs both for FO1 and FO2 at other time periods due to the changed schedules. As ex-
pected, the reduction of costs relates to the time periods with high prices, since these time
periods have indicated that the charging schedules have caused violations of the network
constraints.
By considering the ﬁnal charging schedules for FO1 and FO2, the total congestion price
for FO1 and FO2 is given in Table 4.2.
Aggregator
Total costs before
Transactive Control
Total costs after
Transactive control
Total
congestion price
FO1 121.7217 DKK 125.9135 DKK 4.1918 DKK
FO2 121.7217 DKK 135.3535 DKK 13.6318 DKK
Table 4.2: Overview of total charging costs and congestion price.
As it can be observed, both FO1 and FO2 have to pay a congestion price due to violations
of the network constraints. It can also be observed that FO2 has the highest congestion
price to pay. This might depends among others on the location of where the EV's are
connected in the network, which is further investigated in section 4.5.
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4.4 Perspectives of the Lagrange Multiplier
One of the most essential parameters in the Transactive Control concept is the price, also
known as λj,b through the analysis. The interpretation of the price can be done many
in ways, however it has been clear through the analysis that is expresses the diﬀerence
between the allowable power and the power charging schedules to some extent. It has
also been found out that negative prices in time slot j indicates that the power charging
schedule is less compared to the allowable power desired by the DSO at time slot j. In
other words; there is no problem regarding the network constraints.
In continuation of a deeper understanding of λj,b, a new rule has been implemented in
the while-loop given in Algorithm 2. After having updated λj,b it is checked whether neg-
ative prices occurs. If this is the case the negative prices are set to zero. A negative price
and the price zero may have two diﬀerent signiﬁcances. Negative prices indicates that more
power is allowed to be charged at bus b in time slot j, while the price zero indicates that
the charging power at bus b in time slot j equals the allowed power. Hence, by changing
negative prices to zero will indicate that the maximum level of charging power has already
been reached. This may force the aggregators to change their schedules in another way,
compared to cases where negative prices are allowed. Nonetheless, negative and zero prices
have one thing in common: they both indicates that there is no problem regarding the net-
work constraints. Thereby, negative prices may be treated as being zero.
Based on the same assumptions, constraints and objective functions as applied in case
2, the development in allowable power and prices at bus 3 and 9 can be observed in Fig-
ure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Development in allowable power and prices at bus 3 and 9 without
having negative prices
Compared to the allowable power and prices in case 2 given in Figure 4.7, only small
diﬀerences have occurred at bus 9. However, the negative prices at bus 3 has turned into
being positive. Furthermore, the allowable power has change from around 5 kW to around
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6.5 kW. This might be due to the fact that all negative prices now equals zero, hence
the optimization process now tries to ﬁnd the time slots, where the smallest violations
of network constraints happens. This is found by distribute the charging of EV's even
further compared to case 2, while the allowable power desired by the DSO has increased.
These changes have resulted in the charging schedules at bus 3 and bus 9 as indicated in
Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Development in the charging schedules for bus 3 and 9 for all 52 time
periods without negative prices.
As indicated in Figure 4.14 the largest diﬀerences have occurred at bus 3, where the ﬁnal
schedule from FO2 has become closer to the optimal schedules. This will decrease the
costs at bus 3. However, FO2 is still forced to charge the vehicle at bus 9 in the high price
periods.
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Figure 4.15: The aggregated power from all EV's before and after Transactive
Control without negative prices.
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In addition, the aggregated power of all EV's through all 52 time periods can be observed in
Figure 4.15. The distribution of charging power compared to case 2 has clearly changed by
observing Figure 4.15. The aggregated power from all EV's has gained an oﬀset compared
to the optimal charging schedules, which indicates that the charging of power has been
distributed even further compared to case 2. Hence, by setting negative prices equal to
zero leads the loading level in the network to increase, which has a negative eﬀect on the
network losses. An overview of the network conditions are shown in Table 4.3.
Case
Network loss
[MWh]
Energy
[MWh]
Loss ratio
[%]
Voltage
[pu]
Case without
negative prices
Before TE 0.1348 2.0699 6.51 0.8548
After TE 0.1191 2.2634 5.26 0.8980
Table 4.3: Network conditions by setting negative prices to zero.
As it can be observed by Table 4.3 the network losses have increased compared to case
2, while the voltage is close to the required minimum voltage (= 0.90 pu). Due to the
increased losses it is not surprising that the energy through the transformer has increased
as well.
As a perspective to the oﬀset of the aggregated charging power indicated by Figure 4.15,
the costs for bus 3 are shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: Development in cost for bus 3 without negative prices.
Compared to case 2 the costs for the ﬁnal schedule in the low price period has increased,
which is caused by the increased allowable power by the DSO. Hence, by changing negative
prices to zero has moved the ﬁnal charging schedule closer to the optimal schedule.
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To compare whether the ﬁnal schedules in general have been moved closer to the optimal
schedules, the charging costs in Table 4.3 should be considered.
Aggregator
Total costs before
Transactive Control
Total costs after
Transactive control
Total
congestion price
FO1 121.7217 DKK 125.0603 DKK 3.3386 DKK
FO2 121.7217 DKK 134.5310 DKK 12.8093 DKK
Table 4.4: Overview of total charging costs and congestion price without negative
prices.
As it can be observed by Table 4.4, the aggregators ends up with a lower congestion price
by setting negative prices equal to zero through the optimization compared to case 2. This
indicates that several charging schedules have moved closer to the optimal schedule, and
thereby minimized the increment in the costs.
Therefore, by forcing negative prices to zero through the optimization process seems to
being an advantage from the aggregators point of view. The same is partly true for the
DSO, since all network constraints are met. However, the loading level will in general
increase, which may have negative impacts in the future, since capacity investments might
approaching faster than expected for the DSO.
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4.5 Perspective about Discrimination Between Aggregators
As it has been observed, the FO2 has been penalized more through the optimization process
in terms of higher congestion prices. As already indicated, this is properly due to the
location of where the EV's are connected in the network. However, the discrimination of the
two aggregators will be examined by two cases to analyze the causes of the discrimination.
4.5.1 Impacts by the Same Location of EV's Between Aggregators
Generally, it is important that the optimization process not discriminates the aggregators,
if they have the same number of EV's, and the EV's are connected at the same locations.
To analyze whether this is the case, the location of FO2's EV's have been changed to the
same locations as FO1. Furthermore, the constant Ck,j,b for each aggregator in equation
(2.3) is set at the same value. By including all constraints with respect to the DSO, the
ﬁnal charging schedules for FO1 and FO2 are shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Development in the charging schedules for bus 3 and 9 for all 52 time
periods with changed locations of EV's for FO2.
As it can be observed in Figure 4.17, both FO1 and FO2 have the same charging schedules,
while the discrimination between the two aggregators has been removed. In addition, if
diﬀerent constants are assumed (C1,j,b = 0.5 and C2,j,b = 0.1) FO2 are penalized more
than FO1. The costs for the two cases can be observed in Table 4.5.
Case Aggregator
Total costs before
Transactive Control
Total costs after
Transactive Control
Total
Congestion price
Equal constants
FO1 121.7217 DKK 129.5638 DKK 7.8421 DKK
FO2 121.7217 DKK 129.5638 DKK 7.8421 DKK
Diﬀerent constants
FO1 121.7217 DKK 124.5676 DKK 2.8459 DKK
FO2 121.7217 DKK 135.7244 DKK 14.0028 DKK
Table 4.5: Inﬂuence in the costs for FO1 and FO2 in reference to the constant in
the objective function for the aggregators.
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As indicated by Table 4.5, FO1 and FO2 ends up with the same ﬁnal costs of 129.5638
DKK with equal constants, which leads to a congestion price of 7.8421 DKK for both
aggregators. In addition, the diﬀerence in the congestion price with diﬀerent constants is
signiﬁcant. This conﬁrms that the discrimination between the aggregators shown through
the previously analysis are impacted by the constant Ck,j,b to some extent. Therefore, the
choice of constants should be carefully chosen in order avoid larger discriminations between
aggregators.
4.5.2 Impacts of Changing the Locations of EV's for FO2
As already mentioned, the location of where the EV's are connected in the network aﬀects
the ﬁnal charging schedules, since the network can have limitations in some parts of the
network. Limitations can be related to the size of cables etc. These limitations can exists
for one aggregator due to the location of EV's, while another aggregators can be fortunate
and avoid them due to the location of their EV's.
By considering the shown low voltage network in Figure 4.2, four EV's controlled by FO2
have been relocated. The relocation is given in Table 4.6.
EV nr. Bus location before Bus location after
6 8 21
7 9 16
10 14 32
11 14 32
Table 4.6: Relocation of EV's for FO2.
By investigating the relocation of the four represented EV's in Table 4.6, the loads have
in general been moved closer to the distribution transformer. This with the conviction of
that it will give FO2 less challenges with network limitations, and thereby minimize the
congestion price. Furthermore, the relocation leads to that only FO1 have EV's located
at the ends of the network, which might contribute to an increased congestion price for FO1.
The costs for FO1 and FO2 after having relocated four EV's controlled by FO2 can be
observed in Table 4.7.
Aggregator
Total costs before
Transactive Control
Total costs after
Transactive control
Total
congestion price
FO1 121.7217 DKK 126.2831 DKK 4.5614 DKK
FO2 121.7217 DKK 130.6027 DKK 8.8810 DKK
Table 4.7: Overview of total charging costs and congestion price by changing the
location of four EV's controlled by FO2.
From Table 4.7 the dependency of where the EV's are located can be observed. As expected
the congestion price for FO2 has decreased in reference to case 2, while the opposite is the
case for FO1 in reference to case 2. Thereby, the discrimination among aggregators in
Transactive Control is highly aﬀected by the locaiton of where the EV's are connected in
the network. This is an important factor from aggregators point of view, since they will
prefer to control EV's located in the parts of networks, where less limitations exists. This
will in total lead to a minimized congestion price, which contributes to be a better business
case at the end.
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This report has covered the Network-Constrained Transactive Control framework (TE),
including modelling of the framework using YALMIP, which is an optimization package
in MATLAB. The purpose of TE is to handle future congestion - and voltage problems,
in which is caused by e.g. electric vehicles (EV). It is the expectations that the amount
of electric vehicles are increasing, which questioning the future capacity in distribution
networks. Thereby, TE can be used as an application which tries to optimize the charging
schedules from the EV's in a way that complies with the network constraints. This will
contribute to improve the utilization of the already existing assets, and thereby postpone
investments regarding the future need of capacity in networks. This is an advantage due
to the fact that uncertainties regarding number of EV's in the future, energy requirements
from the EV's etc. exists.
Generally, the Transactive Control concept examined through this report have included
three actors: the DSO, the aggregators and the price coordinator. The DSO and the
aggregators utilize the price coordinator as communication channel, where this commu-
nication is through an economic signal, also known as the shadow prices. Through these
interactions the price coordinator is responsible for updating the prices to the DSO and
the aggregators, in order to reach consensus about the ﬁnal charging schedules. Through
this process the DSO and aggregators have diﬀerent purposes.
The DSO has had one main interest through this analysis, which concerns about comply-
ing with the network constraints. The network constraints in this report have included
requirements about the minimum voltage level, as well as how much the aggregated power
from the electric vehicles loads the distribution transformer. Finally, the network losses
have been included in the objective function, with the aim of reducing the network losses
through the optimization. In addition, the DSO tries to allow as much power as possible
at each bus in reference to the optimal charging schedules provided by the aggregators.
The aggregators, also known as the ﬂeet operators, are responsible for a certain number
of EV's. In this report two aggregators have existed, where both aggregators have been
responsible for 18 EV's. The overall goal for the aggregators is to minimize the total
charging costs with respect to the electricity spot prices. Through this optimization the
aggregators provides the optimal charging schedules, which reﬂects the charging of EV's
in time periods with low prices. These optimal schedules have been possible to establish
by using linear programming. The optimal schedules will be used by both the DSO and
the aggregators through the optimization process, where the aggregators tries to minimize
the deviation from the optimal schedules and the ﬁnal schedules. This implies to minimize
the increment in charging costs.
The framework has been possible to model as a convex optimization problem, where dual
decomposition using the subgradient method have been used as algorithm to ﬁnd the op-
timal solution. This approach has shown great performance, where convergence has been
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obtained through the analysis.
To analyze the fundamentals of TE two cases have been established. One case did not
consider minimum voltage requirements as well as network losses. The second case con-
sidered all network constraints and losses. It was found that both cases optimized the
voltages and losses in the network, since the aggregators were forced to distribute the
charging of EV's to other periods than the low price periods. This distribution was mainly
caused by the constraint regarding the loading of the distribution transformer. However,
by implementing network constraints in the second case showed the opportunities the DSO
possesses, since the minimum voltage levels and losses were improved even more compared
to case 1. This contributes to help the DSO comply with network requirements given by
e.g. EN/DS 50160.
Through the analysis it was found that aggregator 2 was more penalized in terms of costs
compared to aggregator 1. In connection to this discrimination it was found that the loca-
tion of EV's in the network highly aﬀect the ﬁnal charging schedules, and thereby the total
costs. Furthermore, the objective function for the aggregators contains constants, which
have to be chosen carefully to not increase the discrimination between aggregators.
Finally, the interpretation of the prices received by the price coordinator have been exam-
ined. It was found that positive prices indicates that the aggregated charging schedules at
bus i exceeds the allowable power desired by the DSO. Thus, positive prices indicates to
the aggregators that they need to reduce the level of charging power at bus i. Additionally,
negative prices have been observed, which indicates to the aggregators that they consume
less power than allowed by the DSO. In other words: there is no problem regarding network
constraints. Hence, it was analyzed whether negative prices could be treated as prices with
a value of zero, since a price of zero also indicates that no problems exists in reference to
the network constraints. Through this analysis it was found that all requirements were
still met by having zero prices, however the loading level in the network was in general
increased besides the low price periods. Furthermore, the total charging costs for both ag-
gregators were decreased compared to the case where negative prices were allowed. Hence,
aggregators will prefer to treat negative prices as zero, where the opposite may be the case
for the DSO. This is due to the fact that the increased loading level leads to investments
regarding the capacity in the network to approach faster than expected. This may lead to
expenses for the DSO, in which was expected to occur later.
Overall, the TE framework has shown great possibilities to optimize the utilization of
the already existing assets in networks, and thereby solve complex problems within net-
works when penetration as EV's increases. This contributes to development the future
distribution - and low voltage networks in the most reliable way, and thereby obtain the
most reliable operation of networks in the future.
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